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A field-guide to the sites and monuments of the  

Ordnance Survey in Great Britain & Ireland 

Keith D. Lilley 

 

 

This brief field-guide illustrates and describes key sites and monuments used 

by the Ordnance Survey in Great Britain and Ireland in their field-operations. 

 

For more historical and archaeological information see the following key texts: 

Lilley K, ‘Surveying the surveyors: the landscape legacies of the Ordnance Survey’, Sheetlines 

113 (December 2018), pp.6-12, free to download at Stable URL: https://s3.eu-west-

2.amazonaws.com/sheetlinesarticles/Issue113page6.pdf  

Owen, T. and Pilbeam, E. (1992) Ordnance Survey: Map Makers to Britain Since 1791. 

London: HMSO, available to download at: 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/documents/resources/map-makers-britain-

history.pdf  

Seymour, W.A. (ed.) (1980) A History of the Ordnance Survey. Folkestone: Dawson, available 

to download at:  https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/documents/resources/os-

history.pdf  

See also the blog by the OS at 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/blog/2017/09/benchmark-trig-pillar-whats-name/ 

There are also enthusiast web-sites on OS ‘heritage’ in Great Britain and Ireland, particularly 

trig points and bench marks, see http://trigpointing.uk/, http://www.trigpointing-

ireland.org.uk/ and http://www.bench-marks.org.uk/  

 

Keith D Lilley, Feb 2021, k.lilley@qub.ac.uk 
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Part 1. Early Ordnance Survey (19th century): 

1. Principal triangulation of the 1790s-1840s: 

 

Trostan, Principal Triangulation, Primary Trigonometrical Station. Note the concrete trig pillar of the 

1950s-1960s sits on top of the 1820s survey cairn. 

 Triangulation stations used for primary triangulation (see triangulation diagram at 

https://arcg.is/0OOOOS for identification of sites in Britain and Ireland). 

o Large mounds of stones (cairns), sometimes reusing prehistoric burial mounds. 

o Shown on OS 6” First Ed maps and subsequent editions as triangle with black dot (

). 

 

 Subsidiary triangulation stations used for 

secondary and tertiary triangulation and sites 

for pickets (flags). 

o Small mounds / piles of stones 

(cairns) in some but not all cases. 

o Shown on OS 6” First Ed maps and 

early subsequent editions as triangle 

with black dot ( ). 

 

 

Little Trosk, above Carnlough, Co. Antrim. Survey cairn (Photo: Mark Gardiner) 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farcg.is%2F0OOOOS&data=04%7C01%7CK.Lilley%40qub.ac.uk%7C95eb7a07ef1b4412fb5f08d8c25140ef%7Ceaab77eab4a549e3a1e8d6dd23a1f286%7C0%7C0%7C637473002285928386%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000&sdata=sv%2FsFfscSrdKB%2Biqzc%2FeuW8obo4B67H7lh4tcKfXTJE%3D&reserved=0
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Possible remains of OS survey camp structure on summit Slieve Donard, sub-circular feature south-

west of Trigonometrical Station (shown by green peg on aerial image). 

 Survey-camp structures connected with primary triangulation for Principal Triangulation of 
Great Britain and Ireland, especially upland locations. 

o Stone-footed structures of sub-circular or square shape, especially visible from aerial 
imagery and occasionally surviving remains. 

o Not marked on OS First Ed 6” maps. 
o Occasionally recorded in statutory sites and monuments records (SMRs/HERs) 

 
 

 

Ballykelly, Lough Foyle Base-line Terminal Tower 

 Base-lines, used by the OS to measure very accurate a distance between two fixed points, 

used in the trigonometrical calculations. 

o Baseline terminal points and markers: structures can include upturned cannon (eg 

Salisbury Plain of the 1790s, Hounslow Heath of 1780s), circular stone-built 

structures (Lough Foyle of the 1820s), as well as trigonometrical stations (Belhelvie 

of 1817). 

o Base-line markers are shown on the OS First Ed 6” sheets and subsequent editions. 
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Bolt on rock on Black Mountain, used to mark chain-line by surveyors 

 Chaining-lines from and between triangulation stations. 

o Sometimes marked by bolt or rivet, eg on stones or boulders, but not in all cases. 

o Shown as lines of spot heights radiating out from trigonometrical stations on OS 6” 

First and Second Ed maps. 

 

2. Primary levelling, 1840s-1860s 

 

 Levelling marks, known as ‘bench-marks’ (BMs) 

 ‘Cut marks’, inscribed onto solid surfaces such as walls and 

structures, usually in the form pictured here but variations occur, 

sometimes with bolt or rivet. Can be marked on horizontal as well 

as vertical surfaces. 

 Shown on OS 6” First Ed. maps (GB) and Second Ed. maps (Ireland) 

as a ‘crow’s foot’ symbol ( ) and a number (height in feet). Later 

6” editions show BMs from relevelling work. Details of relevelling 

usually given in the map-sheet border. 

 Many now listed at http://www.bench-marks.org.uk/  

 

Donaghadee, Primary Levelling of Ireland, 

horizontal cut-mark type of bench mark with brass bolt  

 

http://www.bench-marks.org.uk/
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Above--Examples of ‘cut marks’ types of bench-marks,  

some with rivets or bolts (various dates). 
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Part 2. Later Ordnance Survey (20th century): 

 

3. Relevelling of the mid-20th century: 

 

 Flush bracket bench-marks, increasingly used by OS for 2GL and 3GL lines (‘geodetic levelling’) in 

20th cent. 2GL is 2nd Geodetic Levelling (see 

https://www.deformedweb.co.uk/trigs/data/2GLMain.htm) and 3GL is 3rd Geodetic Levelling 

(http://www.deformedweb.co.uk/trigs/third_geodetic_levelling.html). 

 As well as the ‘cut marks’ of BMs the OS began to 

use metal plates as BMs, known as ‘Flush 

Brackets’ placed on solid surfaces such as walls 

and structures. Many now listed at 

http://www.bench-marks.org.uk/  

 Flush Bracket BMs are shown as BMs on OS 6” 

and 1:10k maps, 4th-5th Eds, by ‘crow’s foot’ 

symbol, eg ) Details of relevelling usually given 

in the map-sheet border. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Fundamental Bench-Marks (FBMs) 

 

 Buried chambers marked by concrete blocks, 

relatively few, 190 UK wide, listed by OS at 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/benchmarks/  

 Still actively maintained by OS as part of the ground 

control network 

 Brass domed bolt on surface 

OS Fundamental Benchmark at Ticknall (Derbyshire), 

image cc-by-sa/2.0 - © Richard Law - 

geograph.org.uk/p/3768772 

 

 

 

 

Flush bracket bench-mark on wall on the Cushendall 

to Ballycastle Road, near Cushendall. (Photo from  

https://www.geograph.ie/photo/2469510) 

 

https://www.deformedweb.co.uk/trigs/data/2GLMain.htm
http://www.bench-marks.org.uk/
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/benchmarks/
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5. Retriangulation of 1930s-1960s 

 

Sawel, concrete trigonometrical pillar of the retriangulation of Great Britain & Ireland of the 1930s-

1960s, positioned upon Principal Triangulation primary trigonometrical station cairn 

 Trigonometrical Pillar, station used for retriangulation of GB and Ireland, began in late-

1930s for GB, later in Ireland, often reusing sites from the Principal Triangulation but not 

always. 

 Concrete pillar with flush bracket on lower side, with brass theodolite plate on surface. 

Comprehensive database of pillars at: http://trigpointing.uk/ and http://www.trigpointing-

ireland.org.uk/  

 Shown on later editions of OS 6” county series maps and OS Metric 1:10,000 sheets as 

triangle with black dot ( ). Also shown on smaller-scale maps such as 1:25k and 1:50k. 

 

  

 

http://trigpointing.uk/
http://www.trigpointing-ireland.org.uk/
http://www.trigpointing-ireland.org.uk/

